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ergers and acquisitions (M&A) remained a
disruptive force for organizations in 2019. In
Deloitte’s recent white paper, “The State of the
Deal: M&A Trends 2019,” it found corporate

and private equity executives who focused on M&A
expected deals to continue to accelerate in the number
of transactions as well as the size of these deals.
As we look to 2020, we expect this M&A trend to continue,
making it critical for EHS leaders to understand how M&A can
drive improved EHS organizational performance. Not only
does M&A present strategic opportunities for organizations
to evolve but M&A also gives EHS leaders a chance to
leverage these forces to transform their organization and
programs. This includes optimizing people resources,

What an M&A Standard Playbook Includes

standardizing information management systems, and

When organizations plan and execute

transforming work processes to meet the company strategy,

M&A, they follow a standard playbook. This

management system approach, and technology roadmap.

playbook includes the following stages.

While organizations turn to M&A for many reasons, growing

•

Developing strategy valuation and synergies: Managed
by your executive strategy team, this stage focuses

must be ready to respond to these strategic forces whether

on identifying the strategic targets and reasons for an

their organization is being acquired or they are acquiring

acquisition. Typically, those drivers include revenue,

other companies. To understand how and when you need to
be ready, you should understand the typical M&A playbook.

•

Due diligence: In the due diligence stage, organizations
synergy assessment, organizational structure, processes,

Why M&A Fails to Deliver

key stakeholders, assets, vendors, and contracts.

According to the Deloitte white paper, “The State
of the Deal: M&A Trends 2019,” 40 percent of

•

Close planning: Organizations establish an integration
team, review due diligence and assessments, and prepare

corporate and private equity executives said half

an analysis of alignment or gaps with the acquiring

their deals don’t produce the value they initially

organization’s systems, standards, and processes. This is

expected. While outside economic factors play

also when the integration team examines budget for the

a role, internal conditions are also to blame.

remediation of gaps, discusses risks, and establishes an
integration plan.

32%

24%

23%

said there were

said they lacked

said their

implementation phase, the two entities integrate the

organization

organizations, processes, and systems in alignment with

inadequately

the transition services agreement.

gaps in their
integration

strategy.

execution during

performed M&A

the acquisition.

due diligence.

•

•

Post-close transition and integration: In the post-close

Post-integration, optimization, improvement, and
value realization: This period focuses on delivering the
synergies, additional optimizations, and improvements
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How EHS Professionals Prepare for an M&A

approach where separate management system standards
set and align objectives; identify, prioritize, and close

So how should you prepare for each step in the playbook?

gaps; strengthen safeguards; and improve EHS results.

subject, especially for publicly held companies, you need

During due diligence, you should compare both the

to document your people resources, management system

organization’s management system approach and

approach, information management system, and EHS work

how the M&A will affect the future approach. Your

processes before going into the M&A playbook stages.

management system policies dictate how objectives
They also dictate how you manage risk, measure EHS

ready to engage at the right time and earn a seat at

performance, and execute work processes, which

the table, especially if you can help identify potential

ultimately affects how you drive synergies or quickly

synergies that help build on the business case,

prepare for growth in the new combined organization.

identify risks, or prevent material problems.

Why Document Your EHS Information Management System

Some EHS leaders may think they can pull this information

Information management systems are ripe with potential

when conducting an environmental assessment, but

synergy opportunities. As such, you should document all

don’t assume these assessments provide the necessary

systems that support and execute your EHS programs to

information. During the due diligence phase, buyers

prepare for M&A. A system inventory includes listing all

and sellers often engage EHS consultants to conduct

internally developed systems, purchased software hosted on

environmental assessments. For buyers, these environmental

your IT team’s equipment, cloud-based subscription services,

assessments minimize post-close surprises and identify

and regulatory subscriptions as well as individual Excel

existing operational conditions that may be used to

spreadsheets, Word templates, and the SharePoint platform

negotiate purchase price or other deal provisions. The

used for local compliance, business unit EHS management,

seller conducts environmental assessments to quantify

and enterprise EHS corporate responsibility reporting.

environmental risks to limit future liability and allow
the seller to obtain a higher price for its properties.

Download our example Template.

However, environmental assessments do not identify
targets for improving EHS performance, information
systems, and work process needed to deliver synergies
or identify potential growth-related costs. EHS leaders
should take an active role in the strategy, due diligence,
post-integration, optimization, improvement, and value
realization stages to assure the synergies or growth

Click Here to Download

targets can be delivered with the assumptions in the
strategy and due diligence steps in the M&A playbook.

Why Document Your Management System Approach
Management systems, such as ISO 14000, 31000, and

To support close planning and post-close activities,

45001, provide principles, framework, and a process

the inventory needs to include a thorough list of all the

for reducing EHS impacts and improving operating

systems along with the following supporting information.

where a single standard is used and audited across all

•

operating units and facilities. Other organizations use

Annual maintenance fees or subscription fees and the
duration of your agreement.

•
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owned, and any fees, end dates, special terms, or
other commitments in those agreements.

•

•

What is a Transition Service Agreement?
During an acquisition transaction, a transition service

Listing of the assignment clauses, including

agreement contractually stipulates how long the seller is

contractual obligation, rights, and duties that may

expected to provide continuing services in support of the

be transferred from one contractual party to another

acquiring company. Such services may include IT, EHS, HR,

party.

accounting, and other infrastructure support. An agreement

System purpose detailing whether it’s a system of

to provide such services is common when the buyer expects

record requiring 30 years of data retention or an

a complex transition to a new system or processes. If the

innovative system that provides new regulatory

acquiring company does not move off those software

proposed rules.

•

Internal cost chargebacks for internal IT services and
system lifecycle assessment.

supporting the new organizational requirements.

As the seller, you might request this data to validate

Why Document Work Processes

cost synergies and inform your transition services

To prepare for M&A, you must also understand the current

agreement planning. The seller needs to include an

state of your EHS program goals and processes. Whether

inventory of systems in their due diligence data to

your organization is the buyer or the seller, this gives you

set dates in the transition service agreement to avoid

clear insight into how you operate and where synergies or
costs may exist when the organizations combine. When it
comes time to evaluate your processes as well as the other

By outlining a thorough inventory of your EHS

organization’s processes, this documentation will put you

management systems, work processes, and

in the position to identify the best practices and potential

information management systems, you can help

cost-saving measures related to people and process.

»

A work process diagram helps organizations determine best practices and cost-saving measures following M&A.
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For many EHS leaders, these documented

When documenting an organization’s work processes,

work processes include:

EHS leaders should identify which processes are
run by internal resources and which are contracted.

•

Air emissions compliance and inventory

•

Audits

•

Chemical inventory management

As organizations prepare for M&A, transitioning

•

Compliance calendar

the buyer and seller to one organization is often an

•

Emergency response

•

Ergonomics

focuses, many organizations struggle to align their

•

GHG and energy

strategies and operations with a new company.

•

Incident management

•

Industrial hygiene

forces with the right information. This will allow EHS leaders

•

Management of change

to quickly support strategy development and deliver the

•

Permit to work

•

Risk assessments

the start, creating in-depth system inventories, and

•

Sustainability business intelligence

documenting work processes, EHS leaders can counter this

•

SDS management

•

Safety observations

•

Waste management

Negotiating new agreements with those contractors
is an important synergy opportunity.

operational challenge. With the different locations,
cultures, workforces, company procedures, and business

EHS leaders must be prepared to respond to these strategic

By proactively engaging with the right information from

challenge and help their organization reach M&A goals.

•
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Schedule a no-pressure demonstration today by contacting an
Enviance representative at 1.866.368.4262 or start@enviance.com.
Or visit www.enviance.com/request-a-demo.

Based in Carlsbad, California, Enviance is a leader in cloud-based
Environmental, Health and Safety (EH&S) software, leveraging cloud
computing technology to deliver its platform online in real time—
anywhere, anytime and enterprise-wide. Deployed by some of the world’s
leading corporations and governments, the company’s solutions enable
organizations to better measure, manage and report mission-critical EH&S data.
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